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March
GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
harmonia mundi HMC902141 Schubert Erlkönig
Matthias Goerne

GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
Delphian DCD34125 Britten: Cello Suites / 
Philip Higham

GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
Naïve OP30 536 Handel Giulio Cesare
Il Complesso Barocco/Alan Curtis

GRAMOPHONE EDITOR’S CHOICE
Onyx 4103 Der Himmlische Leben [Mahler, Liszt]
Anne Schwanewilms

 BBC MUSIC INSTRUMENTAL CHOICE
harmonia mundi HMU907591/92 Bach The English Suites/  
Richard Egarr



RELEASE DATE
4TH MARCH 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: HMC902155
Barcode: 3149020215524
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Soprano: Sophie Karthäuser
Countertenor: Christophe Dumaux
Tenor: Julien Behr
Bass: Konstantin Wolff
Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin
René Jacobs

PERGOLESI: Septem verba a Christo in cruce moriente prolata
The Seven Words Uttered by the Dying Christ on the Cross
Akademie für Alte Musik Berlin
René Jacobs

Now attributed to Pergolesi on the basis of recent research, the 'Seven Words of Christ' has been regarded as ‘one of the
most heartfelt works of art, full of profound tenderness and an all-conquering sense of beauty’ [Hermann Scherchen, on
its discovery in 1930]. However, his judgment has remained unheeded and only the discovery of two more manuscripts in
the abbeys of Kremsmünster and Aldersbach, by the musicologist Reinhard Fehling, prompted the firm of Breitkopf &
Härtel to publish a critical edition.
In principle this recording follows the Breitkopf edition. Its editor very kindly gave René Jacobs facsimiles, not only the
individual parts from Kremsmünster (his principal source), but also those from Metten and Zurich.
Pergolesi’s work, probably composed between 1730 and the year of his early death, 1736, was intended for an
extra-liturgical devotion on Good Friday. This major discovery of the Neapolitan Baroque was given its concert premiere
at the Beaune Festival in July 2012, a few days before this world premiere recording. 

Rene Jacobs has received many distinctions from music critics including Record of the Year from Gramophone for
Mozart’s 'Le nozze di Figaro' in 2004. Classica magazine voted him ‘Artist of the year 2009’ for his recordings of
Telemann’s 'Brockes-Passion', Mozart’s 'Idomeneo', and Haydn’s 'Die Schöpfung'.
More recently, his astonishing version of Mozart’s 'Die Zauberflöte' has been released to enthusiastic acclaim (CD des
Jahres in Opernwelt, Preis der Deutschen Schallplattenkritik, Choc de l’année 2010 in Classica, BBC Music Magazine
Award).
Long a professor at the Schola Cantorum Basiliensis, René Jacobs has maintained a privileged relationship with this
institution where he has trained many singers who now appear with him in the leading  international venues.

ADVERTISED IN BBC MUSIC AND GRAMOPHONE MAGAZINES

AAM-Berlin Concert: 8th June Wigmore Hall

René Jacobs 12-minute interview on youtube http://youtu.be/16a05etHgI4    

 



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: HMC902145
Barcode: 3149020214527
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: slipcased
Petra Müllejans
Gottfried von der Goltz
Katherine Schreiber 
Freiburger Barockorchester

J.S. BACH: Violin Concertos BWV1041-1043
Concerto for three violins BWV1064R
Freiburger Barockorchester

Probably written for the virtuoso Kapelle at Cöthen (BWV1042) or the concerts of the Leipzig Collegium Musicum which
the composer often directed himself from the violin, Bach’s three well-known violin concertos are joined here by the
splendid Concerto for three violins BWV1064, reconstructed from the surviving version for three harpsichords. A dazzling
firework display under the bows of the matchless violinists of the Freiburger Barockorchester.

Freiburger Barockorchester celebrated its 25th anniversary in 2012. A glance at the ensemble’s schedule shows a
diverse repertoire played at leading concert halls and opera houses, ranging from the Baroque to the contemporary and
from Freiburg to the Far East.
The Freiburgers’ artistic credo, however, remains unchanged and involves assigning demanding solo concertos to
players from the orchestra’s own ranks. Cultivated, yet at the same time exciting, ensemble playing has thus become the
orchestra’s international trademark.
The FBO collaborates with leading artists such as René Jacobs, Andreas Staier and Thomas Quasthoff and enjoys a
close cooperation with harmonia mundi France. The artistic success of this musical partnership has been demonstrated
in numerous recordings which have won awards including Edison, Gramophone, ECHO Klassik and a Classical Brit
Award.
Under the artistic directorship of its two Konzertmeisters Gottfried von der Goltz and Petra Müllejans, and under the
baton of selected conductors, the FBO presents around 100 performances per year in a variety of formations from
chamber to opera orchestra.



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: harmonia mundi
File Under: Classical/Instrumental
Catalogue No: HMU907578
Barcode: 093046757823
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: slipcased
Gloria Cheng [piano]
members of the Calder Quartet
 
The Calder Quartet feature on the cover of the March Strad 

MESSIAEN, SAARIAHO: The Edge of Light
Gloria Cheng

Messiaen: Préludes (1929, solo piano), Pièce pour Piano et Cordes (1991)
Saariaho: Ballade (2005, solo piano — first recording), Prelude (2006, solo piano - first recording). 
Je sens un deuxième coeur (2004, piano trio)

Grammy® Award-winner Gloria Cheng brings an exquisite array of touch to this programme which couples the first
mature works of Olivier Messiaen with the darkly radiant music of Kaija Saariaho. The Calder Quartet joins Ms. Cheng for
Saariaho's 2003 trio 'Je sens un deuxième coeur' and Messiaen's 'Pièce pour piano et quatuor à cordes'. Saariaho
attended this first recording of her ‘Ballade’ and ‘Prelude’.

"This album portrays the connections I perceived between, as Peter Sellars describes in his liner notes, 'these most
feminine works in Messiaen's entire catalogue,' and the deeply expressive, passionate music of Kaija Saariaho. I am
thrilled to have the Calder Quartet, with whom I've joyfully collaborated for many years, join me in this endeavor." -
GLORIA CHENG

“One of our most gratifying Messiaen pianists...she phrased with warmth and made the piano resound in a way that
made Messiaen irresistible.” Los Angeles Times

“Gloria Cheng is a celebrity: an invaluable new-music advocate and a preferred collaborator of composers like Pierre
Boulez and Esa-Pekka Salonen.” New York Times

“one of the heroes of the new-music world, an energetic and imaginative artist whose tastes range widely across the
contemporary landscape.” San Francisco Chronicle



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: LSO Live
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: LSO0729
Barcode: 822231172925
BUDGET Price
Format: 2 HYBRID SACDS
Packaging: digipack
Barry	Banks [tenor]
London Symphony Chorus
London Philharmonic Choir
London Symphony Orchestra
Sir Colin Davis

BERLIOZ: Grande Messe des morts
London Symphony Orchestra
Sir Colin Davis

Sir Colin Davis is a revered Berlioz expert and his LSO live Berlioz recordings have been one of the most widely
acclaimed series’ of classical recordings of recent years and collected numerous awards, including two Grammy Awards
for 'Les Troyens'.
The release of the monumental 'Grande Messe des morts' marks the completion of this cycle and further confirms Sir
Colin’s status as one of the greatest living conductors of Berlioz’s music. Recorded in St Paul’s Cathedral, a fitting
acoustic for the work, the London Symphony Orchestra opened the 50th anniversary of the City of London Festival with
the Requiem, joined by English lyric tenor Barry Banks and two of London’s finest choirs, the London Symphony Chorus
and London Philharmonic Choir.
'Grand Messe des Morts' is a popular Berlioz creation, yet remains a rare and special treat. A requiem whose text derives
from the traditional Latin Requiem Mass, it was composed, uniquely, by a man with no firm religious belief. Throughout
the piece there is an extreme variation of dynamics. Poignant, reflective music is contrasted with four blazing brass
ensembles, ensuring a powerful and grand listening experience.
Recent releases on LSO Live from Sir Colin include the final release in his acclaimed Nielsen symphony cycle. In May
2013 you can look forward to Sir Colin Davis conducting Weber’s 'Der Freischutz'.

CONCERT REVIEWS:
***** "The London Symphony Orchestra played with the kind of brilliant concentration only loyalty and love can command,
and the 150-strong choir, drawn from the London Symphony Chorus and the London Philharmonic Choir, sang with
controlled power and beauty. Whomever you chose to thank and praise for it, this was an awesome night." The Guardian

"Opening and closing sections displayed unusually concentrated gravity and a sculptural poise. Davis respected the
echo, gave it space and cherised the austere as much as the dramatic, like those woodwind chords intoned in the Agnus
Dei – so solemnly gorgeous that my spine tingled." The Times

"In an evening full of arresting otherworldly sounds, the most striking were the quiet ones toward the end, especially the
high solo strings and delicate brushed cymbals of the Sanctus, with Barry Banks’ fevently high tenor coming as from afar.
Presiding over all this was the wise, benevolent presence of Sir Colin Davis, who conducted the piece in this same space
nearly 50 years ago. He showed an unerring sense of pacing, and revealed the pathos and restrained dignity underlying
the music’s noisy tumult." The Telegraph 



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD316
Barcode: 635212031629
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Tenebrae
Nigel Short [conductor]

Alexander LEVINE: The Divine Liturgy of St John Chrysostom
Tenebrae
Nigel Short 

The Divine Liturgy of St John Chrysostom: Introduction and Great Litany, First Antiphon, Second Antiphon, 
Hymn to the Lord, The Third Antiphon: Beatitudes, Entrance Hymn, Trisagion Hymn, Litany of Fervent Supplication,
Litany for the Catechumens, Cherubic Hymn, That We May Receive the King of All, Litany of Fervent Supplication, 
The Creed, Anaphora, We Hymn Thee, Hymn to the Virgin, Litany Before the Lord’s Prayer, 
The Lord’s Prayer and Elevation, The Communion, The Hymn of Praise, Thanksgiving and Dismissal, 
Blessed Be the Name of the Lord
	
Tenebrae's latest disc on Signum sees their return to the repertoire of Russian composer Alexander Levine. 'The Divine
Liturgy of St John Chrysostom' is Levine’s most significant large-scale religious work to date. Inspired by the humility and
humanity of the murdered Russian priest (and friend of Levine) Fr. Alexander Man and composed over a three-month
period of spiritual immersion, research and contemplation (similar to that described by his great forebears Tchaikovsky
and Rachmaninov), the work traces a continuous spiritual growth towards the central point of the Liturgy – the Holy
Communion.

Praise for Tenebrae's previous disc with Alexander Levine – Prayers for Mankind (SIGCD212):

"This is a notable new choral work and it’s impossible to imagine that it could have been served better than by Tenebrae.
Both this composition and the performance it receives are significant  chievements." Musicweb-International



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Choral
Catalogue No: SIGCD326
Barcode: 635212032626
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
The King's Singers

Jean RICHAFORT: Requiem 
Tributes to Josquin Desprez
The King's Singers

APPENZELLER: Musae Jovis A 4  
JOSQUIN: Musae Jovis A 6, Salve Regina, Nimphes, Nappes                           	
JACQUET: Dum Vastos Adriae Fluctus	
VINDERS: O Mors Inevitabilis                    	
RICHAFORT: Requiem Mass   		                   

Few composers of any age have enjoyed the widespread admiration and unanimous praise of successive generations as
Josquin Desprez. He is considered the greatest creator and innovator of musical composition during the Renaissance,
and for some half a millennium his music has stood the test of time. He is remembered as much for his own works as for
his lasting influence on those of his contemporaries and students, demonstrated in many of the compositions in tribute of
'the Master' featured in this programme. The programme's centrepiece is Jean Richafort's Requiem Mass, Missa pro
defunctis, a tribute that employs several of Josquin's compositional devices. 

The King's Singers once again demonstrate their versatility and trademark precision in this new programme devised by
leading early-music scholar and conductor David Skinner. 



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Ballet &
Dance
Catalogue No: SIGCD327
Barcode: 635212032725
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: cristal
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Christopher Austin [conductor]

Joby TALBOT: Alice's Adventures in Wonderland
Fool's Paradise
Royal Philharmonic Orchestra
Christopher Austin 

Choreographed by Christopher Wheeldon, The Royal Ballet's 2011 production of 'Alice's Adventures in Wonderland was
their first full-scale commission in 20 years and was instantly acclaimed as a classic. Joby Talbot's score to the
production, performed on this new recording by the Royal Philharmonic Orchestra, captures perfectly the
madcap-yet-enchanting mood of the production – described by the New York Times as "the trump card for 'Alice'". 
Also included on this disc is an earlier work for dance by Talbot created in collaboration with Christopher Wheeldon,
'Fools Paradise'. 

"It's official: the Royal Ballet has a perennial hit on its hands… What truly sets it all spinning is the shimmering, urgent
and mischievous music of the composer Joby Talbot." The Times



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: SIGDVD009
Barcode: 635212000991
MID Price
Format: 1 DVD
Packaging: digipack
Philharmonia Orchestra
Esa-Pekka Salonen [conductor]

Universe of Sound 
HOLST: The Planets
TALBOT: Worlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity
Philharmonia Orchestra
Esa-Pekka Salonen 

Esa-Pekka Salonen leads the Philharmonia Orchestra in a unique performance of Holst's 'The Planets Suite', captured in
High Definition by 37 cameras. This immersive experience takes the viewer to the heart of the Philharmonia as they
perform this well-loved piece, using cameras placed in a multitude of positions and angles to create an extraordinary
glimpse of the orchestra at work from within. As well as 'The Planets', the filmed performances also includes a new
commission by UK composer Joby Talbot, 'Worlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity'.
Additional features include a 'Making of' documentary feature, listening guide films for each planet, audio commentaries
from conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen and principal players of the  Philharmonia. 

The Philharmonia Orchestra is committed to bringing classical music to new audiences in creative and exciting ways, and
to this end has become a technological trailblazer in its adoption and adaptation of new technology. In 2010 the Re-Rite
project allowed members of the public to experience Stravinsky's 'Rite of Spring' for the first time from within the
orchestra through audio/visual projections. Their 'Universe of Sound' project from which this release stems debuted at
the Science Museum in London last year, and is set to tour the country in new installations during 2013.

Bonus Features
'Making of' documentary feature
Listening guide films for each planet
Run time: 112 mins

DVD: Region 0 (universal), DVD5
Dolby Digital 5.1, Stereo PCM
16:9, NTSC
Exempt from classification
subtitles: none
language: english



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: Signum Classics
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: SIGBRD001
Barcode: 635212000106
MID Price
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Packaging: digipack
Philharmonia Orchestra
Esa-Pekka Salonen [conductor]

Universe of Sound 
HOLST: The Planets
TALBOT: Worlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity
Philharmonia Orchestra
Esa-Pekka Salonen 

Esa-Pekka Salonen leads the Philharmonia Orchestra in a unique performance of Holst's 'The Planets Suite', captured in
High Definition by 37 cameras. This immersive experience takes the viewer to the heart of the Philharmonia as they
perform this well-loved piece, using cameras placed in a multitude of positions and angles to create an extraordinary
glimpse of the orchestra at work from within. As well as 'The Planets', the filmed performances also includes a new
commission by UK composer Joby Talbot, 'Worlds, Stars, Systems, Infinity'.
Additional features include a 'Making of' documentary feature, listening guide films for each planet, audio commentaries
from conductor Esa-Pekka Salonen and principal players of the  Philharmonia and, for Blu-Ray only, a picture-in-picture
option that allows a simultaneous view of the conductor and orchestra in action. 

The Philharmonia Orchestra is committed to bringing classical music to new audiences in creative and exciting ways, and
to this end has become a technological trailblazer in its adoption and adaptation of new technology. In 2010 the Re-Rite
project allowed members of the public to experience Stravinsky's 'Rite of Spring' for the first time from within the
orchestra through audio/visual projections. Their 'Universe of Sound' project from which this release stems debuted at
the Science Museum in London last year, and is set to tour the country in new installations during 2013.

Bonus Features:
'Making of' documentary feature
Listening guide films for each planet
[Blu-ray only] Picture in picture conductor option
Audio commentaries from Esa-Pekka Salonen and principal players of the Philharmonia

Run time: 112 mins
Blu-ray: Regionless (universal), BR25
DTS-HD Master Audio 5.1
16:9, Exempt from classification
subtitles: none, language: english



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: BAC079
Barcode: 3760115300798
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 DVD
Packaging: digipack
Nelson Freire [piano]
BBC Symphony Orchestra
Lionel Bringuier

Lionel Bringuier & Nelson Freire Live at the Royal Albert Hall

BERLIOZ: Le Corsaire, Overture
CHOPIN: Concerto No.2 in F minor Op. 21
GLUCK: Orfeo ed Euridice [piano transcription Giovanni Sgambati]
ROUSSEL: Symphony No.3 in G minor Op.42
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloé Suite N° 2

Leading Chopin interpreter Nelson Freire is the soloist in Chopin’s lyrical and brilliant Second Piano Concerto. On the
podium the young French conductor Lionel Bringuier makes his Proms debut conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra
and gives a sizzling performance of Roussel’s Symphony No.3 and of Ravel’s score for the ballet 'Daphnis et Chloé' -
Suite No 2.
Chopin wrote his concerto at the age of 19 while crazily in love with an opera singer, but it's the work itself which is the
object of adoration for soloist Nelson Freire who describes himself as having something of a 'crush' on the piece after first
hearing it as a teenager. 
The three other works on the programme chart French music over a century of changing musical tastes, beginning in
1844 with Berlioz's vivid evocation of a swashbuckling pirate adventure in his overture 'Le corsaire'. By 1912 the tides of
modernism influenced Ravel's lavishly scored, pastoral ballet Daphnis and Chloë, with its famous opening soundscape of
dawn breaking over the forest canopy, and by the 1930s Roussel's Third Symphony reflected the trends of
neo-classicism.

"It was around the beginning of the second movement of Albert Roussel's Third Symphony that the playing of the BBC
Symphony Orchestra – under the outstanding 23-year-old French conductor Lionel Bringuier, making his Prom debut –
moved into top gear. From that point on, the orchestra's awareness of its own sound, collectively and individually,
became heightened to an unusually compelling degree. The playing stayed on this exalted level until the end of the
concert, which closed with Ravel's second Daphnis and Chloé suite...shaped with a certainty of direction that never
compromised the music's inherent sensuousness. It provided a sensational climax to the evening." 
George Hall, The Guardian 13/8/2010

Recorded live at the Royal Albert Hall, 08/2010, Running time 95 min.
Booklet fr, ger, eng
Image 1DVD9, Colour 16/9, NTSC
Sound: PCM Stereo, Dolby Digital 5.1



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: Bel Air Classiques
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: BAC479
Barcode: 3760115304796
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 Blu-ray
Packaging: digipack
Nelson Freire [piano]
BBC Symphony Orchestra
Lionel Bringuier

Lionel Bringuier & Nelson Freire Live at the Royal Albert Hall

BERLIOZ: Le Corsaire, Overture
CHOPIN: Concerto No.2 in F minor Op. 21
GLUCK: Orfeo ed Euridice [piano transcription Giovanni Sgambati]
ROUSSEL: Symphony No.3 in G minor Op.42
RAVEL: Daphnis et Chloé Suite N° 2

Leading Chopin interpreter Nelson Freire is the soloist in Chopin’s lyrical and brilliant Second Piano Concerto. On the
podium the young French conductor Lionel Bringuier makes his Proms debut conducting the BBC Symphony Orchestra
and gives a sizzling performance of Roussel’s Symphony No.3 and of Ravel’s score for the ballet 'Daphnis et Chloé' -
Suite No 2.
Chopin wrote his concerto at the age of 19 while crazily in love with an opera singer, but it's the work itself which is the
object of adoration for soloist Nelson Freire who describes himself as having something of a 'crush' on the piece after first
hearing it as a teenager. 
The three other works on the programme chart French music over a century of changing musical tastes, beginning in
1844 with Berlioz's vivid evocation of a swashbuckling pirate adventure in his overture 'Le corsaire'. By 1912 the tides of
modernism influenced Ravel's lavishly scored, pastoral ballet Daphnis and Chloë, with its famous opening soundscape of
dawn breaking over the forest canopy, and by the 1930s Roussel's Third Symphony reflected the trends of
neo-classicism.

"It was around the beginning of the second movement of Albert Roussel's Third Symphony that the playing of the BBC
Symphony Orchestra – under the outstanding 23-year-old French conductor Lionel Bringuier, making his Prom debut –
moved into top gear. From that point on, the orchestra's awareness of its own sound, collectively and individually,
became heightened to an unusually compelling degree. The playing stayed on this exalted level until the end of the
concert, which closed with Ravel's second Daphnis and Chloé suite...shaped with a certainty of direction that never
compromised the music's inherent sensuousness. It provided a sensational climax to the evening." 
George Hall, The Guardian 13/8/2010

Recorded live at the Royal Albert Hall, 08/2010, Running time 95 min.
Booklet fr, ger, eng
Image 1BD25, Colour 16/9, 1080i Full HD
Sound PCM Stereo, DTS HD Master Audio 5.1



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: V5326
Barcode: 822186053263
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Ann Hallenberg [mezzo]
Il Complesso Barocco, Alan Curtis

Hidden Handel
 
Admeto, Alessandro, Berenice, Muzio Scevola, Ottone, Pirro e Demetrio, Rinaldo, Teseo
Ann Hallenberg

The Handel arias and orchestral pieces on this disc span a narrow spectrum from the comparatively unfamiliar to the
practically unknown. Nine of the twelve arias are recorded here for the first time, as is the D major March, HWV 416. The
arias are mostly arie aggiunte, composed for insertion in later performances of existing operas to accommodate a
different cast of singers. Some of these arias have come to light only recently or have previously been inadequately
identified. The interspersed instrumental works were produced for purposes still uncertain. Yet, despite the sometimes
shadowy origins of this music, it is all vintage Handel, and arias such as ‘La crudele lontananza’, ‘Sa perché pena il cor’
and ‘Farò così più bella’ rank among the composer’s most eloquent dramatic utterances.

The Swedish mezzo-soprano Ann Hallenberg has become established as one of Europe’s leading mezzo-sopranos. Her
operatic repertoire includes a large number of roles by Rossini, Mozart, Gluck, Massenet,
Handel, Vivaldi and Monteverdi. Equally at home on the concert platform, she frequently appears in concert halls and
festivals throughout Europe and North America. 
She has recorded more than 30 CDs and DVDs, most recently, with the Stavanger Symphony Orchestra conducted by
Fabio Biondi, a CD of 'Arias for Marietta Marcolini' for Naïve [V5309].

"Having won plaudits in Handel and Vivaldi, Ann Hallenberg proves no less persuasive in bel canto...her even, gleaming
tone, eloquence of prase and fluent, never mechanical coloratura give virtually unalloyed pleasure...few could equal her
style, zest and coloratura brilliance." Richard Wigmore, Gramophone, Jan 2013  



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Orchestral
Catalogue No: V5325
Barcode: 822186053256
NORMAL Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Sarah Nemtanu [violin]
Orchestre National De France/Kurt Masur
[conductor]

Sarah Nemtanu, Luc Héry [violin]
Sabine Toutain, Christophe Gaugué [viola]
Raphaël Perraud, Jean-Luc Bourré [cello]

TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto Op. 35
Souvenir de Florence, String Sextet Op. 70

When reading about Sarah Nemtanu’s many musical accomplishments in 2012, it is hard to believe that she is only
31-years old. At the age of 21 she became the joint leader and violin soloist of the Orchestre National de France, and in
2007 she won the French classical music industry’s Instrumental Soloist Revelation award. In 2009 she was the ‘real’
violinist in Radu Mihaileanu’s film 'Le Concert'.

"This is one of my favourite works. The effect it had on me the first time I heard it was almost magical! I sensed I
shouldn’t play it too soon; I preferred to save it for a special occasion...The special occasion has occurred. The gifted
filmmaker Radu Mihaileanu was able to make the concerto his own through the sincere images and magnificent story of
the film 'Le Concert', for which I had the pleasure of advising and doubling the actress Mélanie Laurent. 
Mihaileanu’s favourite version for the lengthy final scene was a David Oistrakh recording with the Philadelphia Orchestra,
conducted by Eugene Ormandy. I had to adapt my tempi to theirs for the film, but what a pleasure it was to follow this
marvellous violinist’s lead – as far as I’m concerned, he is the greatest of them all!
After 'Le Concert' was released, and although I could have taken advantage of the film’s reputation to help my own
cause, I didn’t want to record the concerto. I took the time to create my own personal rendition. As chance (or magic. . .)
would have it, the concert we recorded took place on 25 April last with the Orchestre National de France conducted by
Kurt Masur at the Théâtre du Châtelet." 
Sarah Nemtanu

ALSO AVAILABLE: Gypsic
Works by Boulanger, Enesco, Monti, Ravel, Sarasate
Sarah Nemtanu, Chilly Gonzales, Romain Descharmes, Iurie Morar



RELEASE DATE
11TH MARCH 2013

Label: NAÏVE
File Under: Classical/Opera &
Vocal
Catalogue No: V5328
Barcode: 822186053287
MID Price
Format: 1 CD
Packaging: digipack
Philippe Jaroussky, Iestyn Davies, Ensemble
Matheus/Spinosi 
Andreas Scholl, Concerto Vocale Leipzig, Ens
baroque de Limoges/Coin 
Gérard Lesne, Il Seminario Musicale
James Bowman, La grande écurie & la
Chambre du Roy/Malgoire 
David DQ Lee, Modo Antiquo/Sardelli,
Dominique Visse
Ewa Mallas-Godlewska, Derek Lee Ragin, 
Les Talens Lyriques/Rousset

The Counter-tenors

VIVALDI: Nisi dominus, RV608 Cum dederit delectis suis somnum, Dixit Dominus De torrente, Orlando Furioso, RV728
Sol da te, mio dolce amore, Griselda RV718 La Rondinella Amante, Orlando 1714 RV819 Piangero, sin che l’onda del
pianto, Montezuma RV723, Gl’oltraggidella sorte 
BACH Cantata BWV 175 Komm, leite mich, Cantata BWV85, Jesus ist ein guter hirt 
PURCELL: O solitude, my sweetest choice! GLUCK: Che faró senza Euridice? 
DOWLAND: Can she excuse, Flow my tears 
CHARPENTIER: Mors Saülis & Jonathae H403 Ecquid ad surdos nunc spargo carmina?
HANDEL: Giulio Cesare in Egitto HWV17 Va tacito e nascosto 
BONUS TRACK from Farinelli, il castrato OST: BROSCHI: Son qual nave ch’agitata 

The 1994 film 'Farinelli' catapulted the countertenor voice into the limelight. Nearly 20 years later, one thing is clear:
countertenors are sought after by opera houses, record companies and agents more than ever. The English singer
James Bowman was one of the pioneers of the countertenor repertoire: his ability to create a luscious sound with a fluid
legato is ably demonstrated in his legendary recording of the aria from Gluck’s Orfeo ed Euridice, “Che faro senza
Euridice”, and in “Va tacito e nascosto” from Handel’s Giulio Cesare. 
In the French countertenor firmament Dominique Visse stands out for his musicianship. His voice takes on a biting,
slightly stinging quality in the aria from Vivaldi’s 'Montezuma'. Gérard Lesne founded Il Seminario Musicale in 1985.
Today Lesne’s expanded musical horizons include both jazz and pop recordings. The American Derek Lee Ragin, took
off with his recording of the 'Farinelli' soundtrack. The film’s director, Gérard Corbiau, had the bold idea of mixing Ragin’s
countertenor voice with that of soprano Ewa Mallas-Godlewska, thereby creating the unique timbre of a castrato.
Andreas Scholl's excerpts from two Bach cantatas showcase his fascinating timbre as well as his sense of rhetoric and
phrasing.
A brilliant new generation of counter-tenors continues to carry the torch. Foremost among them is Philippe Jaroussky; his
instantly recognisable voice is of an audacious purity. Iestyn Davies, born in 1979, is a great admirer of James Bowman.
His voice combines expressive flexibility and technical agility, and these qualities stand out in his recording of an aria
from Vivaldi’s 'Griselda'. The rising Korean star David DQ Lee displays robust vocal foundations and masterful breathing
technique. 
If further proof of the countertenors’ achievements were needed, it can be found in the fact that major opera houses now
slate works with entirely male casts, bringing together up to nine countertenors! What was once just a fashion has
become the cutting edge. 
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Sinéad Mulhern [sop]
Carolin Masur [mezzo]
Dominik Wortig [tenor]
Konstantin Wolff [bass]
Chamber Choir Les Eléments
La Chambre Philharmonique / Emmanuel
Krivine

BEETHOVEN: Symphonies 1-9
Emmanuel Krivine

Nominated for the Classical Brits in 2012, Emmanuel Krivine's period-instrument set on Naïve is now repressed due to
popular demand.

"here is an unheralded period-instrument set to challenge Messrs Vanska, Zinman, Mackerras and the rest. Characterful
and confident, it demands to be heard....I am inclined to place this new cycle fairly near the top of the pile" 
Rob Cowan, Gramophone
Gramophone Editor's Choice, July 2011

"if you are yet to invest in a collection of these symphonies but were never sure which version to go for, then hesitate no
longer." 
James McCarthy, Classic FM Magazine, June 2011 *****

"Emmanuel Krivine's set, recorded live at concerts given in Grenoble, Caen and Paris in 2009, is spectacular - largely
because whilst listening you're convinced that what you're hearing is is the only way this music should ever sound...a
fantastic bargain, and possibly the most consistently enjoyable period-instrument recording available." Graham Rickson,
The Arts Desk

ORIGINALLY RELEASED 28/3/2011
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Paul Badura-Skoda, Dagmar Bella, 
Willi Boskovsky, Emanuel Brabec
Rosette Anday, Elisabeth Grümmer, 
Hilde Güden, Marga Höffgen, 
Hildegard Rössel-Majdan, Irmgard Seefried
Hans Braun, Anton Dermota, Otto Edelmann, 
Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau, 
Julius Patzak, Alfred Poell, 
Paul Schöffler, Otto Wiener
Wiener Sängerknaben; Wiener Singakademie
Wiener Symphoniker

Wilhelm Furtwängler Vienna Concerts 1944-54
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra
Wilhelm Furtwängler

After Berlin, Vienna was the music centre to which the conductor Wilhelm Furtwängler had the closest artistic
connections. Under his direction the Vienna Philharmonic made a whole series of radio recordings that have now, for the
first time, been carefully edited under the auspices of the Furtwängler specialist Gottfried Kraus and released by Orfeo on
18 CDs. The series commences with recordings from 1944/45, including one of Mozart’s g-minor symphony K550 in
which Furtwängler demonstrates his clear sense of form from the very first bars. Beethoven’s third 'Leonore' Overture
and an excerpt from Schubert’s 'Rosamunde' music complete our selection from this, the earliest of the recording
sessions. Several works are to be found more than once in this anthology. Thus, Beethoven’s Eroica can be compared in
an early version from 1944 and a later recording from 1953, just as Bruckner’s Eighth can be compared in recordings
from 1944 and 1954. Beethoven’s Ninth Symphony is offered no less than three times here – from the years 1951, 1952
and 1953 – a work that surely no other conductor could make into such an 'event', an experience of universal import, as
could Wilhelm Furtwängler. This was also true of his Brahms interpretations, represented here by the first two
symphonies, the 'Haydn' Variations, the Double Concerto and the 'German Requiem', which is sadly only extant in an
incomplete recording from 1951. This is, incidentally, the only time in this collection that we hear Furtwängler conducting
the Vienna Symphony Orchestra. Besides Irmgard Seefried and Dietrich Fischer-Dieskau – two vocal soloists whom
Furtwängler admired and engaged repeatedly – we can hear the chorus of the Vienna Singakademie on this recording.
They also sing in Bach’s 'St Matthew Passion': in a partial recording from 1952 and in the famous performance of 1954
that was shortened by Furtwängler himself, but which is here released in a restored recording based on the original radio
broadcast, without the cuts that were later made by record companies. Here as elsewhere in this collection, the acoustic
heritage of the Viennese radio stations of the time has been restored using the best possible technological means
available today. Even collector’s items such as the Piano Concertos K365 and 482 by Mozart, with Dagmar Bella and
Paul Badura-Skoda, have probably never sounded better since they were first heard in the concert hall. Hence justice is
done to Furtwängler’s timeles” style of music-making that unites different epochs, ranging from Gluck’s Overture to
'Iphigenie in Aulis' to Mahler’s 'Songs of a Wayfarer' and Furtwängler’s own Second Symphony – a work that despite all
its late-Romantic echoes succeeds in attaining originality and a considerable emotional impact. This universality of
Furtwängler has not found its match to this day.  

Full track listing available on request
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Vienna Symphony Orchestra
Robert Casadesus
Sergiu Celibidache

LISZT: Les Préludes 
RAVEL: Concerto pour la main gauche
BRAHMS: Symphony No. 1
Robert Casadesus
Sergiu Celibidache

Sergiu Celibidache was one of the truly unique, unconventional conductors of the 20th century. When Furtwängler was
banned from conducting after the Second World War, Celibidache restructured the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra and
conducted it until Furtwängler’s return. However, after Furtwängler’s death in 1954 and the subsequent appointment of
Herbert von Karajan as his successor, Celibidache’s relations with the orchestra were broken off. Over the ensuing
years, up to the moment that he took on the Munich Philharmonic in 1979, Celibidache never tied himself to a single
orchestra for any length of time. Instead he led a truly nomadic existence as a restless artist. He seldom travelled to
musical centres such as Vienna. 
His concert with the Vienna Symphony Orchestra from October 1952, now released in its entirety by Orfeo thus offers
interesting insights into a time when Celibidache still seemed to be weighing up his options. In Brahms’s First Symphony
he comes across as more urgent in his tempi than was the case with the conductor we know from later years and from
his later recordings. However, he was already outstanding in his sense of tone colour and in his ability to get his
orchestral musicians truly to listen to one another. This is evident in 'Les Préludes'at the beginning of the concert, and
above all in the 'Concerto for the Left Hand', played by none other than Robert Casadesus. With his pianistic refinement,
French clarity and aristocratic command, it was not surprising that Casadesus became the interpreter of this work. In his
collaboration with the Vienna Symphony Orchestra under Sergiu Celibidache, he succeeded in exemplary fashion in
maintaining the tension throughout that is characteristic of this concerto, and in making the most of the grotesque nature
of many of its episodes. A fascinating encounter between two great musicians.

Live Recording Wiener Konzerthaus, October 30, 1952
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Quartetto di Cremona:
Cristiano Gualco [violin]
Paolo Andreoli [violin]
Simone Gramaglia [viola]
Giovanni Scaglione [cello]

BEETHOVEN: Complete String Quartets Volume I
• B flat major Op. 18, No. 6 • F minor Op. 95 • F major Op. 135
Quartetto di Cremona

During the past ten years the Quartetto di Cremona has matured into a string quartet of international renown, combining
the Italian culture of string playing with an awareness of historical performance practice.
Having for many years performed at the great international halls, it is often regarded as the successor to the famous
Quartetto Italiano. The musical style of the Quartetto di Cremona is marked by a fruitful tension between Italian and
German-Austrian influences: Following their academic studies the players continued their training with Piero Farulli of the
Quartetto Italiano. He strongly favoured intuitive playing and a fervent, emotional, romantic and 'Italian' approach to
music. Afterwards the musicians pursued their studies with Hatto Beyerle of the Alban Berg Quartet who represents a
clear, classical, 'Austro-German' style, focusing on faithfulness to the original, form and structure as a basis for musical
interpretation and inspiration. Both teachers have left a lasting impression on the quartet and significantly influenced its
musical style. The players naturally unite both poles, combining boisterous enthusiasm with a distinct sense for musical
architecture, cultivating the fusion of structure and xpression, external shape and internal passion.
With the three works contained in Volume 1, the Quartetto di Cremona covers the most important periods of Beethoven’s
quartet oeuvre. The final of the six Op. 18 Quartets features a mysteriously programmatic dimension in its last
movement, “La Malinconia”, whereas Op. 95 from Beethoven’s middle period is both highly compact yet dramatically
gripping. The disc closes with Beethoven’s final Quartet, Op. 135, completed in Vienna one year before his death: it
differs from his less easily approachable late works in taking on a conciliatory stance.

violin I • Guarneri del Gesù (Cristiano Gualco)
violin II • Giovanni Battista Guadagnini (Paolo Andreoli)
viola • Strumento anonimo del 1680 di Scuola Piemontese (Simone Gramaglia)
cello • Marino Capicchioni del 1974 (Giovanni Scaglione)

 

ADVERTISING IN BBC MUSIC 
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Laura Ruiz Ferreres [clarinet]
Christoph Berner [piano]
Danjulo Ishizaka [cello]
Mandelring Quartett

BRAHMS: The Complete Chamber Music for Clarinet
Trio in A minor Op. 114, Sonata in F minor Op. 120 No. 1
Sonata in E flat major Op. 120 No. 2, Quintet in B minor Op. 115
Laura Ruiz Ferreres
Mandelring Quartett

This recording of the complete chamber music works for clarinet by Johannes Brahms is presented with first rate
interpreters: Laura Ruiz Ferreres, one of the most gifted clarinettists of her generation, and pianist Christoph Berner.
Internationally renowned cellist Danjulo Ishizaka and the Mandelring Quartet complete the superb line-up of
instrumentalists for this recording.
At the end of his career, when he had already made his will, Johannes Brahms (1833-1897) was enthused by an
instrument which was mainly familiar as an indispensable component of the romantic orchestra: the clarinet. However,
since Mozart and Weber, chamber music for clarinet had been somewhat neglected. If it had not been for Richard
Mühlfeld, the exceptionally gifted virtuoso of the Meiningen Court Orchestra, who was the source of inspiration for four
chamber music works for clarinet between 1891 and 1894, Brahms might never again have written any music. However,
the melancholy North German had a predilection for the noble middle register and expressive 'speaking' tone of the
clarinet, of which he makes full use in all four works. Whilst the Trio Op. 114 with piano and cello has always been
regarded as a subtly constructed work for connoisseurs, the Quintet Op. 115 with the accompaniment of a string quartet
is a miraculous blend of sound and passionate lyricism. Alongside the Clarinet Sonatas Op.120, these late chamber
works with clarinet constituted a veritable renaissance which continues to the present day.
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Concerto Caledonia

Robert MACKINTOSH: Airs, Minuets, Gavotts and Reels
Concerto Caledonia

Capt. Macduff’s Delight – Miss Katty Troter’s Reel, Minuetto, Miss Grant of Grant’s Reel, Miss Grace Stewart’s Minuet,
Gavotta, Air, Lady Helenora Home’s Reel – Miss Jessy Dalrymple’s Reel – Miss Stewart’s Reel – Miss Carre’s Reel, The
Duchess of Gordon’s Delight, Miss Campbell’s Reel, The Diamond Reel – Miss Burnet of Monboddo’s Reel
Minuet – Quick Step, Lady Betty Boyle’s Reel – Miss Scott’s Reel, Miss Bewment’s Minuet – Air, Lady Betty Cochran’s
Reel, Minuetto, Lady Emelia Ker’s Minuet, Gavotta, Miss Henderson’s Minuet – Lady Wallace’s Reel, Miss Pringle’s
Reel, Miss Baird’s Minuet, Gavotta, Allegro, Largo, Jigg, March 

A chamber-scale Concerto Caledonia bring to life a key figure from the Golden Age of Scottish fiddle music, when the
publishing of fiddle music books was in full spate and the familiar forms of strathspey, reel and jig were taking shape.
'Red Rob' Mackintosh, named in the customary Gaelic fashion after the colour of his hair, found himself a place in the
orchestra of the Edinburgh Musical Society and set up business as a teacher.
'Airs, Minuets, Gavotts and Reels' (1783) was his first collection, published the year before his ill-fated move to
Aberdeen, and it represents his desire both to understand the musical world around him as fully as possible, and to forge
himself a career within it. Concerto Caledonia have realised the music from within its pages, shedding light on an age
when, not yet 'traditional', such dance genres still bore the imprint of their individual composers.
Concerto Caledonia is one of Scotland's premiere early music ensembles with a reputation for reviving little known but
important music. With their third disc on Delphian the band bring vital part of Scotland's heritage to a wider audience with
the music of 'Red Rob'.
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NYCoS National Girls Choir
Philip Moore & Andrew West piano
Christopher Bell conductor

Richard Rodney BENNETT: Letters to Lindbergh
Nation Youth Choir of Scotland Girls Choir

Letters to Lindbergh, 
The Ballad of Sweet William, 
The Aviary, 
Dream Songs, 
A Song at Evening, 
Four American Carols,
Over the Hills and Far Away	

One of the most versatile musicians of his generation, Richard Rodney Bennett was at the forefront of British musical life
for nearly half a century. This new recording from the National Youth Choir of Scotland's National Girls Choir compiles a
programme of Bennett's choral works from across his compositional life, as well as a collection of charming folk-tunes
and nursery rhymes for piano duet (Over the Hills and Far Away).

This is Signum's second release with NYCoS, who in 2011 became the first youth arts organisation to receive a Royal
Philharmonic Society Award. It follows their 2010 debut release of Benjamin Britten's 'A Ceremony of Carols' and
Elizabeth Poston's 'An English Day-Book' (SIGCD228).

“This debut recording by Christopher Bell's NYCoS National Girls Choir could so easily have been just another recording
of Britten's A Ceremony of Carols, but for two things: the wholesome confidence of the choir itself … and the successful
partnering of Britten's masterpiece with Elizabeth Poston's edgy and colourful An English Day-Book.” The Scotsman
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Paolo Pandolfo [viola da gamba]
Amélie Chemin [viola da gamba]
Thomas Boysen [theorbo & Baroque guitar]
Markus Hünninger [harpsichord]

François COUPERIN: Pièces de violes
Paolo Pandolfo and friends

The confidential, almost secretive, musical world of François Couperin is known through the innumerable emotional
connections made in his harpsichord works, but he was also able to produce the same sensations when writing for the
viola da gamba. Paolo Pandolfo has brought together on one new album on Glossa these works of Couperin’s full
maturity, demonstrating the composer’s spiritual and mischievous tendencies in equal measure (as well as his own
mastery of the subtleties of the gamba).
As well as the Plainte from the Tenth Concert Royal, there are two full Concerts from the collection entitled Les Goûts
Réunis which ask for two violas da gamba. These are included alongside what may have been Couperin’s final works,
the two sets of the Pièces de violes which, being supplied with a figured bass, call upon for the involvement of other
instruments such as theorbo and harpsichord.
Considered by the booklet essay writer, Philippe Beaussant, to be ranked as one of Couperin’s masterpieces, the second
Suite (which lay undiscovered for almost 250 years) contains an astonishing pair of pieces called Pompe funèbre
(Couperin’s musical testament?) and La Chemise blanche.
Paolo Pandolfo is joined in this recording – made in the French village of Rasteau – by a second gamba player in Amélie
Chemin, as well as by frequent collaborators from recent years in Thomas Boysen (theorbo, Baroque guitar) and Markus
Hünninger (harpsichord).
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José Miguel Moreno [Baroque lute]

Johann Gottfried CONRADI: Neue Lauten Stücke
José Miguel Moreno

Given his absence in recent years from the studios, it is a pleasure to announce a new recording from that dexterous
musical intelligence that is José Miguel Moreno; and so soon too after his album devoted to the music of David Kellner.
Again we are in unknown territory – German and Bohemian lute music from around the start of the 18th century – and
again with Moreno as a trusty guide playing his self-built 11-course Baroque lute.
1724 marked the date of publication in Frankfurt an der Oder of the Neue Lauten Stücke by one Johann Gottfried
Conradi, possibly a scion of a notable German family of composers of the time. 1721 saw the death of the aristocratic
Jan Antonín Losy, a Bohemian lutenist greatly admired by his contemporaries (including by that towering figure of the
instrument, Silvius Leopold Weiss, who dedicated to Losy a heartfelt Tombeau).
The surviving output of both these barely-known figures of the Baroque solo lute music tradition is small but José Miguel
Moreno presents three exemplary suites full of improvisatory preludes and characterful dance movements (Courantes,
Gigues, Sarabandes, Minuets...), allowing him both to demonstrate how Conradi and Losy had absorbed influences
coming from France and Italy but also to evoke the interior rhetoric of the music of these composers in Moreno’s
inimitable exuberant style.
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Quatuor Terpsycordes
Girolamo Bottiglieri, 
Raya Raytcheva [violins]
Caroline Cohen-Adad [viola]
François Grin [cello]

BEETHOVEN: Con intimissimo sentimento
String Quartet in B major, op. 18 n° 6, String Quartet in A minor Op. 132
Quatuor Terpsycordes

Separated by some 25 years, the Quartet in B flat major (op.18 no.6) and its fellow in A minor (op.132) give an insight
into the unique trajectory of an extraordinary composer who left his mark on each of the genres he tackled. The Quatuor
Terpsycordes follow their 'Seven Last Words of Christ on the Cross' with these two Beethoven Quartets played on a set
of instruments by Jean-Baptiste Vuillaume, on loan from the Musée d’Art et d’Histoire in Geneva. Their idea was to tackle
this repertoire in the light of instruments set up in a manner corresponding to the period of composition, following the
course of history and stylistic development. This new disc of op.132 is the first to have been made on instruments set up
in period style, and the first to have been recorded on gut strings.
Founded in 1997 and based in Geneva, the Quatuor Terpsycordes was taught by Gábor Takács-Nagy before receiving
advanced training from members of the Budapest, Hagen, LaSalle and Mosaïques quartets. 

Violin (093333), Jean-Baptiste Vuillaume, Paris, between 1850 and 1860
One of the six copies Vuillaume made of the ‘Guarneri del Gesù’ instrument which once belonged to Nicolò Paganini.
The Guarneri original is now in a museum in Genoa.

Violin (018403), Jean-Baptiste Vuillaume, Paris, 1861
This is a copy of the Stradivarius known as the ‘Messiah’ owned by Vuillaume, who later passed it on to his son-in-law,
the violinist Delphin Alard. The original is now in the Ashmolean Museum in Oxford.

Viola (BG 0009), Jean-Baptiste Vuillaume, Paris
This is clearly a copy of a Guarneri del Gesù.

Cello (BG 0010), Nicolas-François Vuillaume, Brussels, 1861
An exact copy of the Stradivarius that belonged to the French cellist Adrien-François Servais, built in the spirit of the
workshop of Jean-Baptiste, with whom Nicolas-François worked before moving to Brussels.
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Marie-Claude Chappuis [mezzo]
Quatuor Sine Nomine
Anne bassand, [harp] 
Marc-Antoine Bonanomi [double bass]
Ensemble Vocal Lausanne 
Jean-Claude Fasel [conductor]

CAPLET: Le Miroir de Jésus
 
Tryptique sur les Mystères du Rosaire: Miroir de Joie, Miroir de Peine, Miroir de Gloire
Marie-Claude Chappuis
Quatuor Sine Nomine
Ensemble Vocal Lausanne / Jean-Claude Fasel

Caplet's mystic 'Le Miroir de Jésus', a setting of poems by Henri Ghéon composed in 1923, is highly unusual in its
structure of 15 sections in which the Christian meditates on the mysteries experienced by the Virgin Mary through events
in the life of her Son, as if in a 'mirror' of herself. Equally unusual is its scoring: mezzo-soprano, female chorus, harp and
string quintet. 
André Caplet (1878-1925) was a French composer and conductor now known primarily through his orchestrations of
works by Claude Debussy. He won the Prix de Rome in 1901 ahead of Ravel. He became a close friend of Claude
Debussy and in 1911 prepared an orchestration of Debussy's 'Children's Corner,' which, along with his orchestration of
'Clair de lune' from the 'Suite bergamasque' is probably the most widely performed and recorded example of his work.
Caplet's own innovative works have been overlooked for the most part. Especially interesting is his instrumental use of
voices, as in 'Le Miroir de Jésus', which features a nine-voice "choeur de femmes" in an accompanying role Caplet
termed "voix d'accompagnement". The solo vocal line owes something to Mélisande but also to Schoenberg's 'Pierrot
Lunaire'. Though unique of its kind 'Le Miroir de Jésus' may nonetheless be seen with hindsight to belong to an eminently
French tradition that goes back to Gounod through Fauré, Debussy and Tournemire and foreshadows Messiaen's 'Trois
Petits Liturgies de la Présence Divine'. It was premiered by the composer  in 1924, in Lyon, with Claire Croiza as soloist.
A rare, refined work, for contemplation as much as listening.
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Gunar Letzbor [violin]

J. S. BACH: Sei Solo a Violino senza Basso accompagnato
Vol. I: The Sonatas BWV 1001, 1003, 1005
Gunar Letzbor

The violinist Gunar Letzbor is an established specialist in performing Austrian baroque music. In particular, he has
intensively grappled with works by Biber, Muffat and Schmelzer, to name but three examples. In so doing, he has sought
a specifically Austrian baroque string sound. 
He now turns his attention to the Sonatas and Partitas for Violin BWV1001-1006 by Bach – the Mount Olympus of every
violinist, regardless of whether he/she has specialised in historical performance practice. After having immersed himself
in these works and performed them in concerts, Letzbor is now introducing them on CD. In this first volume he has
pursued an unusual approach. Through the positioning of the microphones in direct proximity to the violin, the listener
becomes a participant to a certain extent, and has the opportunity to perceive even the finest nuances in a 'private'
setting.
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San Adriano - Alessandro Carmigiani [alto]
Natalia - Patrizia Vaccari [soprano] 
Claudio - Gianluca Ferrarini tenor]
Massimiano - Sergio Foresti [bass]
Compagnia de Musici, Francesco Baroni

PISTOCCHI: Il Martirio San Adriano 
Oratorio (Modena 1692)
Compagnia de Musici, Francesco Baroni

During his lifetime, Francesco Antonio Pistocchi (1659-1726) was, as an alto castrato, a renowned singer who
occasionally composed roles for himself in works of his own. This must have been the case in this oratorio about the
martyrdom of Saint Hadrian: the role of Hadrian is sung by an alto. As rich in effects as it is in atmosphere, this oratorio
appears to have been thoroughly successful in its time. In addition to Pistocchi's home city of Parma, his work also
received contemporary performances in Venice and in Germany. 
In terms of content, the oratorio refers to the legend of Saint Hadrian: as a captain in the Roman army, Adriano is forced
to persecute Christians. Their steadfastness converts him, however, leading him to his own martyrdom. Standing by him
is his wife Natalia, who had already converted to Christianity, whilst his good friend Claudio, on behalf of the Emperor 
Massimiano, tries to dissuade him from his new faith. Adriano is tortured and finally dies the death of a martyr.

"Not only as regards the elegance of his melodies, but also by virtue of the richness of his harmonic progressions,
Francesco Antonio Pistocchi (1659-1726) is indeed the equal of his more famous contemporary, Alessandro Scarlatti.
His oratorio is presented here, almost optimally, by  Francesco Baroni in a remarkably sensitive, subtle and devoted
interpretation." (FonoForum 11 / 2002)
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Ensemble officium
Wilfried Rombach

Leonhard LECHNER: Festive Mass & Motets
Ensemble officium
Wilfried Rombach

Leonhard Lechner has until now been rather ignored on recorded releases; he is only known as the composer of secular
German lied movements or his rather academic "German Proverbs of Life and Death". His origins are largely unknown;
he was probably a pupil of Orlando di Lasso and he was primarily active in Nuremberg and Stuttgart.
The present CD intends to present Lechner in a new light, with the ensemble officium introducing, mostly as premiere
recordings, festive music for ceremonial occasions scored for large ensembles. The central work is the monumental
24-part festive motet "Quid chaos", composed for the Nuremberg Patrician wedding in 1582 and the corresponding
festive mass "Dominus noster". The 15-part festive motet for three choirs, "Laudate dominum", was also composed for a
wedding, this time in Dresden in 1604. The programme is supplemented by the so-called Kronborg motets, which are
quite unique: they were written for the consecration of an ornate bronze fountain ordered from a Nuremberg brass
foundry by the Danish king for Kronborg Castle. The delivery of the fountain was delayed for years and became an "affair
of state", whereupon the Nuremberg City Council commissioned a major motet of praise from Lechner in order to
appease the king. The fountain was lost just a hundred years later when the Swedes took it as booty – today, only the
music written for its consecration bears witness to its splendour.
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I Ciarlatani
Klaus Winkler

Marriage between the Rhine & the Thames
 
Celebration Music for the Marriage of Prince Elector Frederick V to Elizabeth Stuart, 

London & Heidelberg 1613

COPERARIO: The Second of the Lords, ANONYMUS: Wer Glück und Unglück wissen will 
COPERARIO: Gray’s Inn the First I, JOHNSON: The First of the Prince’s [Mourning for Prince Henry]
COPERARIO: So parted you, Gray’s Inn the First II, How like a golden dream 
BYRD: The Earle of Salisbury, Galiardo, Galliardo Secundo, Miss Marye Brownlo, 
DOWLAND: My soul praise the Lord (Psalm 104), JOHNSON: The Third of the Temple 
CAMPION: Now hath Flora robb’d her bow’rs, COPERARIO: The Nymphs’ dance 
DOWLAND: Come again, CAMPION: Come away, bring thy golden theft 
COPERARIO: Advance your choral motions now, JOHNSON: The First of the Temple 
CAMPION: Woo her and win her, COPERARIO: Gray’s Inn the First III, While Dancing rests 
ANONYMUS: Galliarda I · Courant Lavallet · Brantle I&II, No longer wrong the night 
COPERARIO: The Third of the Lords’, Leaving home - a welcome in Heidelberg
DOWLAND: Melancholy Galliard, ENGELMAN: Ballet, ANONYMUS: Nun singt ein neues Lied dem Herren (Ps. 98) 
JOHNSON: The Satyres Masque, HAGIUS: Wach auf und tu zuhören, JEEP: Nur ein Figur,
ANONYMUS: Weil jetzt zu mal die Götter, Ach Gott mein Leiden, BOUCHAN: Ballet de pages, 
SIMPSON: Ballet La mia Salome, PRAETORIUS: Courante de Bataglia, Terpsichore (1612), 
EAST: You meaner Beauties of the Night 

When the Palatinate Prince-Elector Friedrich V married the English Princess Elizabeth Stuart on Valentine's Day 1613,
the whole world spoke of the "marriage between the Rhine and the Thames". The Calvinist Electoral Palatinate led the
union of the Protestant German princes at this time and the Palatinate politicians saw in Anglican England a powerful ally
against the Catholic Habsburgs. Thus this marriage was, of course, politically  motivated; but there is considerable
evidence that the two young people were actually fond of each other. 
In London, the wedding was initially postponed due to the state mourning at the sudden death of the brother of the bride,
and of the English heir to the throne, Price Henry, but it later took place on 14 February 1613 following hasty preparations. 
After the arrival of the newlyweds in the Electoral Palatinate, the festivities were resumed at Heidelberg Castle. 
The Ensemble I Ciarlatani has reconstructed the many musical highlights with the help of historical reports, and presents
the "marriage between the Rhine and the Thames" as an exciting musical story enabling us to witness the events of
those times.  
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La Rêveuse: 
Jeffrey Thompson [tenor]
Bertrand Cuiller [harpsichord]
Florence Bolton [voice, bass viol]
Benjamin Perrot [lute, theorbo, baroque guitar]
Florence Bolton & Benjamin Perrot [direction]

Henry LAWES: Ayres
Ayres for tenor and instrumental pieces from the England of Charles I & Cromwell
La Rêveuse

Have you e' er seen the morning sun? 	 	 
Slide soft you silver floods 	 
Bid me but live, and I will live 	
Divisions on a ground (Francis Withy) 	 	 
Prelude (Daniel Bachelor)
I rise and grieve 	 
Or you, or I, nature did wrong 	
Neither sighs, nor tears, nor mourning (Nicholas Lanier)  	 
Almain/Corant 1/Corant 2 for two lutes (William Lawes) 	
Whither are all her false oaths blown? 	 
I'm sick of love (William Lawes) 	 
No more shall meads be deck’d with flowers (Nicholas Lanier) 	 
Tregian's ground (Daniel Norcombe) 	 
When thou, poor excommunicate 	 
Sleep soft, you cold clay cinders 	
Out upon it, I have lov'd 	 
Courant (Jacques Gaultier,)  	 
Cloches de Mr Gaultier  	 	 
Sweet stay awhile, why do you rise? 	
O tell me love! O tell me fate!  	 
Division on John come kiss me now (Christopher Simpson)
Wert thou yet fairer than thou art 	
Why so pale and wan, fond lover? (William Lawes) 	

Born in the final years of the reign of Elizabeth 1, Henry Lawes (1602-1645) belonged to the generation which succeeded
the great composers of the English Renaissance and sought to impart a new Italian-inspired musical style. 
In the troubled times of 17th century England Lawes was, in his lifetime, acknowledged as one of the finest composers
for the voice. With extended vocal ranges, expressive melodic formulas, vibrant dissonances and the high poetic quality
of his texts, Lawes is a subtle painter of the melancholy of his age, situated between John Dowland and Henry Purcell.
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Claire Désert [piano]
Emmanuel Strosser [piano]

L'enfance: Fauré, Bizet, Debussy, Ravel
Dolly Op. 56, Jeux d'enfante Op. 22, Petite suite, Ma mère l'Oye
Claire Désert
Emmanuel Strosser

At the turn of the 19th and 20th centuries, the artlessness, tenderness and magic of the child's world fascinated several
French composers. In these sets of pieces for piano duet, each transports the listener to the land of dreams and takes a
nostalgic look back to his own early life. With restful languor and penetrating timbre, Gabriel Fauré guides us into the
intimate universe of the young 'Dolly' (1893-96). In 'Jeux d’enfants' (1871), Georges Bizet evokes juvenile joys with
typically French finesse, poetry and clarity. In his 'Petite Suite' (1889), Claude Debussy offers four tableaux that so
charmed listeners to his elegant, supple playing; and finally it is the turn of Maurice Ravel, with his passionate devotion to
the theme of childhood, to tell us the tales of 'Ma mère l'Oye' (1908-10), thereby creating one of the most poetic and
discreetly lyrical works of his time.
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Karol Beffa [piano]
Maria Mosconi [viola]
Antoine Pierlot [cello]
Johan Farjot [piano, direction]
Arnaud Thorette [violin, direction]

J.S. BACH: Transcriptions
Ensemble Contraste

Chorales for Organ: «Nun komm’ der Heiden Heiland» BWV659 (String Quartet & Piano),
«Ich ruf zu dir, Herr Jesu Christ» BWV639 (String Trio),
Cantata «Weinen, Klagen, Sorgen» BWV12, Sinfonia e coro (Quartet with Piano), 
Motet «Singet Dem Hern» BWV225 (Quartet with Piano), 
Book I - Prelude & fugue No. 9 BWV854, The Well-Tempered Clavier (String Trio),
Ricercare a 6BWV1079, Musikalisches Opfer (Quartet with Piano),
Partita in C minor, Part.I BWV826 (String Trio),
Aria «Erbarme dich’ BWV224, Matthaus Passion (piano solo),
Passaglia and Fugue in C minor for Organ BWV582 (Quartet with Piano),
Bist du bei mir BWV508 (Viola & Piano)

Moving from the harpsichord to the clavichord or the organ was probably easy enough for Johann Sebastian Bach. The
source of the sound didn’t matter, because for the master of Leipzig, what counted were thought and intellect: the form,
tonality and melodic contours ere more important than the instrument itself. And indeed, through this work of musical
thought, Bach used different keyboards, prefiguring the instruments to come: the piano as a synthesis of the harpsichord,
the organ and the clavichord.
Bach was aware of exchanges between the different European schools, which allowed musicians to copy, transcribe and
adapt the work of contemporaries. Bach did this with his own scores, as well as those of his colleagues. Over the
centuries, Busoni, Siloti, Kempff and Kurtàg amongst other have transformed the magic of the organ, orchestra and
choruses of the cantatas to the piano.
And now, Ensemble Contraste presents its own vision of the Cantor: a school of freedom that never betrays his
conception and allows the beauty, rigorous construction and triumphant polyphonies to shine through.

"La Dolce Volta, a new French classical music label whose outstanding production values include big, bold sound and
cerebral liner notes laid out in cerebral, hip typography" Strings
 
ADVERTISED IN BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE  
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Joaquín Achúcarro [piano]

SCHUMANN: Fantasy in C Major Op. 17, Kreisleriana Op. 16
Joaquín Achúcarro

“I have spent my whole life trying to make the piano sing”

One of the most important Spanish pianists today, Joaquin Achucarro has made landmark recordings of the 'Goyescas'
and the 'Nuits dans les Jardins d’Espagne'. 
It would be a mistake however to categorise him as a mere specialist of Spanish music. German music features
prominently in his repertoire: Beethoven, Brahms and Schumann in particular. His DVD devoted to Brahms second
concerto with Documentary footage received Editor's Choice in Classic FM and an IRR Outstanding [Opus Arte].
Extraordinarily attentive to the specificities of Schumann’s rhythms, Joaquin Achucarro’s recording of the 'Fantasy' and
the 'Kreisleriana' highlights the essence of these works, made even more fascinating by the exceptional richness of his
touch.

"The piano is a percussion instrument. Some extraordinary pianists, and Joaquin is one of them, can make it appear that
the piano goes legato and that the notes grow into each other... there is a very particular sound that he can make that
now very, very few pianists can make. It's a very rare thing and it's instantly recognisable"  Sir Simon Rattle
 
 
ADVERTISED IN BBC MUSIC MAGAZINE 
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John Irving [Hass clavichord]

John Irving plays Mozart on the Hass Clavichord
John Irving 

Fantasia in D Minor K 397
Sonata in G major K 283
Sonata in C major K 330
Miscellaneous early works: Andante K 1a, Allegro K 1b, Allegro K 1c,  Menuetto K 1d, Menuett K 1e, 
Menuett K 2, Allegro K 3, Menuett K 5,
Sonata in B Flat major K 570

SFZ Music, the independent label for His Majestys Sagbutts & Cornetts, are pleased to announce their latest release, a
recording given by one of the finest scholar-performers currently working in Britain.
John Irving is an internationally recognised Mozart scholar, having written five books including the international
best-selling 'The Treasures of Mozart', and also widely acclaimed as one of the finest interpreters of keyboard music from
the early classical period.
'Mozart on the Hass Clavichord' is a programme showcasing the wonderful instrument by Johann Adolph Hass (1715-76)
made in Hamburg in 1763 and currently residing in the Edinburgh University Collection of Historic Musical Instruments.
Irving explores in detail historical performance practice issues, as well as reminding us that the Clavichord remained a
favoured instrument for Mozart throughout his life, and accenting the intimate, domestic nature of his keyboard music.
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Miriam Rodriguez Brüllova [guitar]
Zemlinsky Quartet:

Spain Through Strings

Miriam Rodriguez Brüllova 
Zemlinsky Quartet

ARRIAGA: String Quartet No. 3
TURINA: La Oracion del Torero [The Torreador's Prayer] Op. 34
TOLDRA: Vistas al Mar [Sea Views]
CASTENUOVO-TEDESCO: Quintet for guitar & string quartet Op. 143

The famous Slovak guitarist Miriam Rodriguez Brullova pays tribute to Andres Segovia in this original selection of
Spanish works for quartet, from Arriaga, a precocious genius who died at 20, to creator of the Quintet Op.143, 
Castlenuovo-Tedesco (1895-1968).  
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Antonio de CABEZON: Music for Keyboard

 

“Antonio de Cabezón (1510-1566), blind almost since birth, was one of the dominant instrumental composers of the 16th
century. This all-harpsichord performance of a range of Cabezón's masterworks is especially welcome. It highlights the three
major genres in which Cabezón was an important pioneer: the tiento (or toccata née ricercar), the diferencias or
variations, and the vocal glosado or intabulation and diminutions of pre-existing polyphonic sequences.” (medieval.org)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
'Cabinet' refers to the "Cabinets of Curiosities" or, more specifically, to the "Naturalienkabinette" or early collections of 
naturalia maintained by the aristocracy and the monarchy from the Renaissance onwards. These are the precursors of 
today's museums. The "Cabinets de Curiosités" reflected the personal choices/obsessions of their owners (as does 
Glossa's Cabinet series). They also were the point of departure for the development of botanical and zoological illustration, 
be it through coloured engravings, watercolours or drawings. With our selection of covers, we have tried to remain as faithful 
to time and contents of the music as possible.    
The booklets contain the original unabridged essays. Texts in English, French, German.   
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María Cristina Kiehr [soprano]
Claudio Cavina [alto]
Josep Benet [tenor]
Josep Cabré [bass]
La Colombina

VICTORIA: Music for Good Friday
PUJOL: Passio Domini nostri Jesu Christi secundum Joannem, O vos omnes,
Popule meus
María Cristina Kiehr
Claudio Cavina
Josep Benet
Josep Cabré
La Colombina

"La Colombina is undoubtedly one of the finest ensembles on the planet today, so owning this full set of Victoria's
incomparable compositions for Holy Week would be a dream come true...write to Glossa Music and beg them to reissue
this set" Amazon review
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Katelijne von Laethem, 
Pascal Bertin, Eitan Sorek, 
Josep Benet, 
Ensemble Daedalus, Roberto Festa

Salomone ROSSI: Jewish Polyphony at the Gonzaga Court
Ensemble Daedalus

Salamone Rossi was active at the court of the Gonzaga family in Mantua at the turn of the 17th century as violinist and
composer. He achieved fame through the music he composed in the most modern styles of the time, but in his later
years he also applied the old-fashioned polyphonic principles to the liturgy of his own people, a move that was as
controversial as it may have been popular.

“The present program shows all facets of the oeuvre of Salomone Rossi (c.1570-c.1630), from madrigals to instrumental
works and pieces for the Jewish liturgy. There is an emphasis on Rossi's role in developing continuo practices, and his
work certainly shows a concern for these issues. In addition, the Jewish liturgical music is particularly unique and worthy
of note. The style is somewhat simpler and more syllabic, but certainly in line with Rossi's other music, especially some
of the instrumental works. The present liner notes also suggest that Rossi's interest in music for the Jewish temple, with
it's syllabic monophonic tradition influenced his ideas on the developing monody, and consequently those developments
as a whole.
There was some controversy at the time about whether polyphonic settings (for between three & eight voices) were
welcome in the Jewish temple. Nonetheless, they are fast becoming classics today, and show a glimpse into one of the
rare periods in which Jewish & Christian culture interacted strongly and without ill feelings.” (Medieval.org)

 

Recorded in Ghent, 1996
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Erich Hoeprich [clarinet]
Joyce DiDonato [mezzo]
Orchestra 18th century/Frans Brüggen

MOZART: Clarinet Concerto, Maurerische Trauermusik, Adagio
Erich Hoeprich
Joyce DiDonato
Frans Brüggen

In 1992, a programme for a concert given by Anton Stadler in Riga in March of 1794 was discovered, where he played
the Mozart Clarinet Concerto. Amazingly, this programme includes an engraving of the special 'Inventions Klarinette', or
basset clarinet, that Stadler had with him to play Mozart’s music. Up until this time, no one knew what the basset clarinet
looked like, and it came as a shock to see a long instrument with a bulbous bell on the end. This release on the Glossa
label was the first time the work appeared played on an instrument as Stadler possessed.
In this recording Mozart’s music for the clarinet and basset horn is heard in various settings, and all the works are
associated with the clarinettist Anton Stadler (1753-1812). The Clarinet Concerto is the composer’s last concerto work,
and shows the depth of his mature style. The selections from the opera 'La Clemenza di Tito' date from the same period
(1791), representing yet another musical form. Lastly, the two works associated with the Masons, the 'Adagio' and the
'Maurerische Trauermusik', illustrate the quasi-religious underpinnings of the masonic movement expressed through the
music’s majestic solemnity.
Listening on the same disc to the marvellous timbres of both Eric Hoeprich’s clarinet and Joyce DiDonato’s voice is a
sublime experience.
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Mara Galassi [harp / arpa doppia]

Il viaggio di Lucrezia
Mara Galassi

DENTICE: Fantasia, DENTICE Galliarda Bella
LUZZASCHI: Toccata
DELL'ARPA: Lucretia Gentil
MAYONE: Toccata
ANONYMOUS: Toccata
MONTEVERDI: Ch'i' t'ami
RAIMONDO: Cassandra
TRABACI: Toccata, Partite artificiose
MAYONE: Recercare
TRABACI: Ancidetemi pur
KAPSBERGER: Toccata
PICCININI: Toccata, Partite variate, Corrente, Chiaccona
FRESCOBALDI: Toccata, Pasagalli
ANONYMOUS: Son fonte e fiumi, Canzone, Dalla Porta d'Oriente
GALILEI: Toccata

Mara Galassi is active as a soloist (on a variety of instruments, from the Gothic harp, to Renaissance harps with brays to
double and triple row instruments) and has worked with many of the best ensembles in the European early music field.  
As musicologist Mara Galassi has carried out extensive research in the field of historical harps: Her first solo recording
on Glossa was 'Il viaggio di Lucrezia', a historical fantasy based on the travels of harpist Lucretia Urbana between 1584
and 1615 and featuring the music from Galassi’s beloved Italian 17th century with composers active in Italy at the time
and played on an arpa doppia.
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Orchestra of Renaissance
Richard Cheetham [director]
Michael Noone

GUERRERO: Requiem
Orchestra of the Renaissance
Michael Noone

To commemorate the 400th anniversary of the death of Francisco  Guerrero, Michael Noone conducted the Orchestra of
the Renaissance in this recording of the composer’s 1582 Requiem, in a liturgical reconstruction  performed as it might
have been at Guerrero’s own funeral in Seville Cathedral in November 1599. This was quickly followed by three more
award winning recordings for Glossa in which Michael again conducted the vocal  and instrumental forces of the
Orchestra  of the Renaissance. The singing is superb. 

Gramophone Editor's Choice
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Trondheim Barokk:
Berit Norbakken Solset [soprano]
Martin Wahlberg [cello, direction]

Le Roman Des Lumieres 1750-1800
Trondheim Barokk

GRETRY: Air de la Fauvette 	 
MAYER: Rosier, rosier 		 
DEVIENNE: Chant de Pedro, Hymne de la mort, Chant de guerre d’Abenhamet  	 
PHILIDOR: Où donc est-elle, Heur et malheur, Oh mes ennuis 	 
ANON: Barcarolle 	 
KRUMPHOLZ: Prélude et sicilienne, Op. 2. n°6 	 
DUNI: Divertissement 		 
DALAYRAC: La romance d’Aline 	
DUMENIL: Le Petit Marmot 		 
J. SCHMITT: Moderato 	 

No longer content with sovereignly presiding in the Church, in the Royal Palace and at the Concert Spirituel, at the end of
the 18th century, music also appropriates an increasingly popular literary genre of the age: the novel. Books, then,
become the unexpected supporting medium for the practise of music. Might this be the ancestor of all audiovisual
objects? This is, at least, the conviction of the budding Trondheim Baroque Ensemble.

Trondheim Barokk is a recently-founded early music ensemble, consisting of the best musicians in both Norway and
Europe in this genre. The ensemble has made its mark with innovative programming, quickly writing themselves into the
pinnacle of Norwegian early music ensembles.
This is their first CD recording for the K617 label, based in France. 
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VERDI: Don Carlos
sung in German

Theo Adam [Philipp II]
Martin Ritzmann [Don Carlos]
Rudolf Jedlicka [Posa]
Gerhard Frei [Grand Inquisitor]
Ludmila Dvorakova [Elisabeth]
Hedwig Müller-Bütow [Eboli]
Sylvia Pawlik [Tebaldo]
Jutta Vulpius [voice from above]
Chor der Deutschen Staatsoper Berlin, Staatskapelle Berlin
Franz Konwitschny

Superb sound. A legendary cast with the young Ludmilla Dvorakova and Rudolf Jedlicka, a student of Tino Pattiera,
Pavel Ludikar and Fernando Carpi, is heard to great advantage. Highly recommended under the magnificent Konwitschy
– first release on any format.
11/10/1960 Deutsche Staatsoper Berlin

”Almost forgotten a generation after his death, Franz Konwitschny, director of both the Gewandhaus Orchestra in Leipzig
and the Berlin State Opera from 1949 until his death in 1962, was much the finest and by far the most successful East
German conductor of his time. Konwitschny didn't seek to match the glamour of Herbert von Karajan, his West German
opposite; he was interested in something else entirely. Born in 1901 at the height of German romantic idealism,
Konwitschny came of age in the milieu of post-War modernism, and in his maturity the one influence tempered the other
so that the classic Konwitschny performances were clean and lucid but enormously concentrated and unbearably
intense. For latter-day [listeners] who know best Karajan's more charismatic recordings, Konwitschny…will clear the
mind, cleanse the palette and sooth the spirit.” James Leonard, allmusic.com
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Pi-Hsien Chen [piano]

SCARLATTI, CAGE: Changes
CAGE: Music of Changes I-IV
SCARLATTI: Sonatas K214, 236, 149, 24, 235, 205, 216. 366, 29
Pi-Hsien Chen

"A surprising encounter between two revolutionary flouters of rules and lateral thinkers. John Cage's, 'Music of Changes'
is framed by quicksilver-capricious sonatas of Domenico Scarlatti, composed some 200 years earlier. Spontaneity and
boldness, delight in experiment and the play of coincidence." — Harry Vogt
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